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ABSTRACT

Recently, the distributed processing system for big data has been actively investigated owing to the

development of high speed network and storage technologies. In addition, virtual system that can provide

efficient use of system resources through the consolidation of servers has been increasingly recognized.

But, when we configure distributed processing system for big data in virtual machine environments,

many problems occur. In this paper, we did an experiment on the optimization of I/O bandwidth according

to the creation and placement of VMs and tasks with composing Hadoop cluster in virtual environments

and evaluated the results of an experiment. These results conducted by this paper will be used in the

study on the development of Hadoop Scheduler supporting I/O bandwidth balancing in virtual

environments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the distributed processing system for

big data has been actively investigated owing to

the development of high speed network and storage

technologies. Google's MapReduce framework and

Apache Hadoop MapReduce framework[1] are rep-

resentative of the distributed processing system, of

these, Hadoop MapReduce framework is widely

used as open source. In addition, virtual system

that can provide efficient use of system resources

through the consolidation of servers has been in-

creasingly recognized. Amazon's EC2(Elastic

Compute Cloud) virtualized data center is an ex-

ample of combination of these virtual technologies

with distributed processing system for big data.

But, since MapReduce framework is designed

based on the homogeneous computing environ-

ments, in heterogeneous computing environments

such as virtual environments many issues will oc-

cur[2]. Optimizing the performance of MapRuduce

by distributing limited computing resources in a

virtual machine environments to each virtualized

node is one of the issues.

In this paper, we did experiments on the opti-

mization of I/O bandwidth according to the crea-

tion and placement of VMs and tasks with com-

posing Hadoop cluster in virtual environments and

evaluated the results of experiments. This paper

is organized as follows. We will examine Map-

Reduce framework and sharing computing re-

sources for MapReduce performance in virtual en-
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Fig. 1. An example of stragglers in heterogeneous computing environments.

vironments in chapter 2, in chapter 3, we will eval-

uate and analyze the results through the experi-

ment of the performance and then conclude and

find the future research directions in chapter 4.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 MapReduce

MapReduce is a programming model and an as-

sociated implementation for processing and gen-

erating large data sets. Users specify a map func-

tion that processes a key/value pair to generate a

set of intermediate key/value pairs, and a reduce

function that merges all intermediate values asso-

ciated with the same intermediate key[3].

Map, written by the user, takes an input pair and

produces a set of intermediate key/value pairs. The

MapReduce library groups together all inter-

mediate values associated with the same inter-

mediate key I and passes them to the Reduce

function.

The reduce function, also written by the user,

accepts an intermediate key I and a set of values

for that key. It merges together these values to

form a possibly smaller set of values. Typically

just zero or one output value is produced per

Reduce invocation. The intermediate values are

supplied to the user's reduce function via an

iterator. This allows us to handle lists of values

that are too large to fit in memory.

Hadoop framework used in the experiments of

this paper is the typical framework using Map-

Reduce programing. The performance of Hadoop

framework is represented by measuring the per-

formance of MapReduce programing.

2.2 Sharing computing resources and de-

termining the number of virtual nodes in

virtual environments

In general, the number of data nodes composed

of a Hadoop cluster increases as a performance of

parallel data processing increases[4]. However,

virtual nodes share the resources of limited a phys-

ical node when they consist of the Hadoop cluster

in virtual environments. Therefore, increasing the

number of virtual nodes cannot guarantee the in-

creasing performance of general Hadoop cluster in

virtual environments.

The resources of physical node that affected by

performance of virtual nodes are CPU, Memory

and I/O devices. Of these, CPU and Memory re-

sources through virtualization will ensure that each

virtual node has uniform and isolated performance.

But, I/O devices are assigned the irregular I/O per-

formance by the degree which each virtual nodes

share a assigned physical I/O resource[5]. When

virtual nodes cannot be equally distributed I/O

bandwidth, nodes with slow I/O performance will

occur. We called them Straggler[6]. The Fig. 1 is

an example of stragglers in heterogeneous com-

puting environments

In the present paper, when the parallel dis-

tributed processing system for big data is com-

posed in virtual machine environments, we will an-

alyze performance issues regarding determining

the number of virtual nodes and distribution of I/O
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Physical
node

The number
of node

1

CPU intel 2.93GHZ 6 core * 2

Memory 4GB * 11 = 44GB

Disk 600GB * 4

OS Linux Fedora 14

Virtual
node

Total
number
of nodes

3～
12

The number of
name node

1

The number of
data node

2～11

OS Linux 2.6.18-238

Hadoop Hadoop 1.0.0

Table 1. Experimental conditions of virtual Hadoop

cluster

Table 2. Node distribution according to the hard disk partition

HDD 1 HDD 2

a a b c d

Domain 0
Name

Node

Data

Node1

Data

Node4

Data

Node7

HDD 3 HDD 4

a b c d a b c d

Data

Node2

Data

Node5

Data

Node8

Data

Node10

Data

Node3

Data

Node6

Data

Node9

Data

Node11

bandwidth through experiments. Also we will as-

sume that each virtual node is equally assigned the

CPU and Memory resources and has enough net-

work bandwidth. Therefore we will consider as-

signed Disk I/O bandwidth in the study.

3. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Experimental Conditions

In oder to evaluate the performance, 3 to 12 vir-

tual nodes produced on a single physical node were

used in an experiment. The virtual solution called

Xen[7] was used and Hadoop was used as big data

distributed processing MapReduce framework.

The cluster environments of virtual Hadoop is

shown in the following Table 1.

The physical node used in the experiment had

four hard disk. Each physical node's hard disk per-

formance was about 100MB/s and we didn't use

the hard disk raid to deploy each node I/O band-

width. One of the hard disk was assigned to the

domain 0 of Xen and the remaining three hard disks

were divided into four partitions and then were as-

signed to the nodes in the Hadoop cluster. In oder

to assign equal I/O bandwidth, the number of disk

were respectively separated by 1, 2, 3, 4 and a par-

tition was separated and then assigned by a, b, c,

d as shown in Table 2.

The reason disk partition was allocated to vir-

tual nodes as shown in Table 2 is as follows.

First, it is for I/O bandwidth balancing. When

the experiment with three data nodes is assumed

to be done and data nodes 1, 2, 3 are deployed to

hard disk 2 in oder, I/O bottle neck will occur be-

cause of the centralization of hard disk 2. As a re-

sult, the overall performance of Hadoop cluster will

low. This can be shown in 3.3 Experiment 2.

Second, because domain 0 of Xen should not re-

ceive affect on performance associated with a par-

ticular node. Therefore, as illustrated in Table 2,

hard disk was allocated only domain 0. Finally, be-

cause NameNode does not have an effect on per-

formance during the operation of MapReduce.

3.2 Experiment 1 : According to the Number

of Virtual Nodes

In order to evaluate the performance of the num-

ber of virtual data nodes on a physical node, we

set the number of virtual nodes up 2 to 11 and then

measured the performance of Hadoop cluster by
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Fig. 2. 16GB Terasort results with virtual Hadoop

cluster. 

Table 3. 16GB Terasort results with virtual Hadoop

cluster

The number of
data nodes

(Unit: Number)

Composition of

Hadoop cluster

Total working
time

(Unit: Seconds)

11
Name Node

Data Node 1～11
1659

10
Name Node

Data Node 1～10
1681

9
Name Node
Data Node 1～9

1522

8
Name Node
Data Node 1～8

1530

7
Name Node
Data Node 1～7

1505

6
Name Node
Data Node 1～6

1228

5
Name Node
Data Node 1～5

1243

4
Name Node
Data Node 1～4

1425

3
Name Node
Data Node 1～3

1107

2
Name Node
Data Node 1～2

1605
Fig. 3. Hadoop cluster configuration of experiment 2.

using Terasort with 16GB data generated by

Teragen. Table 3 and Fig. 2 are the results of the

experiments.

The results can be obtained as follows through

experiment 1.

(1) When we ran the test using the 3 data node

(in the case connecting each virtual data node to

each hard disk), MapReduce performance was the

best. We became aware of the fact that I/O per-

formance was critically applied to performance of

Hadoop cluster

(2) Because straggler was raised in experiment

used 4 data nodes, the experimental resulting value

was smaller than that of 5, 6 data nodes. We could

know that I/O bandwidth balancing was consid-

erably important in the virtual Hadoop cluster en-

vironments through experimental results.

(3) In the experiment used 7 or more data nodes

we were confirmed that MapReduce performance

was more poor than others because large amounts

of I/O operations each hard disk were assigned to

each hard disk.

3.3 Experiment 2 : Different I/O Bandwidth

Balancing

We had the second experiment that set up dif-

ferent I/O bandwidth balancing. We composed 2

Hadoop clusters(cluster A and B) having 5 data

nodes. Five data nodes were equally assigned to

cluster A's hard disk. On the other hand, Hadoop

cluster B was intensively assigned 5 data nodes

to hard disk 1, 2. Fig. 3 is a Hadoop cluster that
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Table 4. MapReduce performance test according

to the difference of I/O bandwidth

balancing

Hadoop

cluster

The number

of nodes

Composition

of Hadoop

cluster

Total working

time (Unit:

Seconds)

A 5

Name Node

Data Node

1,2,3,4,5

1243

B 5

Name Node

Data Node

1,4,7,2,5

1985

Fig. 5. Hadoop cluster configuration of experiment

3.

Fig. 6. The results of experiment 3. (Unit: Seconds).

is built in Experiment 2. And Table 4 and Fig. 4

show the results about experiment 2. From the re-

sults of experiment 2, we could find that Hadoop

cluster B was roughly 60% slow than Hadoop clus-

ter A.

Fig. 4. MapReduce performance test according to

the difference of I/O bandwidth balancing.

3.4 Experiment 3 : Virtual nodes placement

considering heterogeneous environments

For the third experiment heterogeneous envi-

ronments of Hadoop virtual machine cluster builds

as cluster C in Fig, 5 below. And to compare the

performance, cluster D evenly distributing the ad-

ditional virtual nodes applied to the Hadoop cluster

policy in an existing physical machine environ-

ments and cluster E applied to the imbalance vir-

tual node distribution appropriate in virtual ma-

chine environments are built.

To compare each performance of cluster, the

same 10GB of data were generated through

Hadoop's Teragen. After each cluster performance

was analyzed and compared through Terasort. The

results of the experiment can be seen through Fig.

6 below. To look at the experimental results, the

result of the cluster E 783 seconds is better than

that of the cluster D 849 seconds. Approximately
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Fig. 7. Hadoop cluster configuration of experiment 4.

10% performance has been improved compared to

the existing. This means that when the virtual no-

des are added in a Hadoop cluster of virtual ma-

chine environments, the unfair distribution of no-

des by considering the virtual machine environ-

ments improves the performance of the cluster.

3.5 Experiment 4: Task placement consider-

ing heterogeneous environments

In the fourth experiment, we built Hadoop clus-

ter of the same virtual machine environments, and

then compared the performance of each task de-

pending on the placement of the cluster. Hadoop

cluster constructed as Fig. 7 below, Cluster F and

G are of the same cluster environments. Cluster

F evenly distributed Reduce task taking into ac-

count the existing Hadoop Scheduler policy (Fair

Scheduling). Cluster G assigned two Reduce tasks

to the better performance data node 1 and one

Reduce task to the bad performance data node 2,

3, 4 by considering virtual machine environments.

Experiment 4, the same as experiment 3, also com-

pared the performance of the cluster through

Terasort after generating 10GB of data.

The results of the experiment are shown in Fig.

8 below. Experimental results tell that the perform-

ance of the cluster G is about 11% better than that

of the cluster F. Through this experiment we can

see that Fair Scheduling of Hadoop is unsuitable

in virtual machine environments. As well as this

experiment showed that Unfair Scheduling should

be done by considering heterogeneous environ-

ments in Hadoop cluster environments in a virtual

machine environments.

Fig. 8. The results of experiment 4. (Unit: Seconds).

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RE-

SEARCH

In the present paper, experiments on perform-

ance evaluation of the creation and placement of

VMs and tasks by considering I/O bandwidth bal-

ancing in composing Hadoop cluster in virtual ma-

chine environments has been done and from the

experimental results the following conclusions can

be drawn:

First, the performance of disk I/O was consid-

ered to be a critical factor in composing Hadoop

cluster in virtual machine environments ; in oder

to increase the number of virtual data nodes by us-

ing the way to effectively improve the performance

of MapReduce, hard disk number of physical node

have to grow.

Second, I/O bandwidth balancing of each virtual

data nodes in virtual machine environments had an

effect on the performance of MapReduce up to 60%
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; it is very important to compose virtual Hadoop

cluster.

Third, when Hadoop cluster is composed in vir-

tual machine environments, the creation and de-

ployment of additional nodes should be made by

considering the heterogeneous environments. Only

then the performance of parallel programming gets

better.

Fourth, the performance of unfair scheduling

under heterogeneous environments is superior to

that of existing fair scheduling in virtual machine

environments. That is, it shows that instead of ex-

isting scheduler algorithm the virtual Hadoop

scheduler algorithm is required.

In the future, the results of an experiment con-

ducted by this present paper are supposed to be

used as a reference of development of Hadoop

scheduler supporting I/O bandwidth balancing in

virtual machine environments and then as a way

to improve performance of Hadoop MapReduce in

virtual machine in virtual machine environments

the algorithm for supporting I/O bandwidth bal-

ancing will be suggested.
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